
English A: Literature Semester 1 2021/2022 Final Exam

Respond to ONE of the following prompts in a well written literary analysis essay. The essay should be
approximately one page in length. You will have 60 minutes to plan, write, revise and edit your essay.
Your essay will be based on one of the works we have studied this semester (Nineteen Eighty Four,
“Everything That Rises Must Converge”, or the poems “The Road Not Taken” and “American Gothic”).
It is up to you to chose the work and the prompt that would work best for you.

• In what ways is one of the works you have studied interested in the portrayal of psychological, physical, or
some other kind of violence? (2012)

• In what ways and to what effect do one of the works you have studied explore the conflict between public and
private interest? (2012)

• “Successful characterization involves taking the reader to the heart, to the inner core, of an imagined person.”
In one work in your study, discuss by what means and to what degree of success authors have tried to “take
you to the heart” of their characters. (2013)

• Consider the presentation and function of memories that could be seen as dark or negative in one work you
have studied. (2013)

• We often talk of characters arriving at some moment of epiphany; with reference to one work of fiction you
have studied, compare the means by which our attention is drawn to these moments and their impact within
the works. (2015)

• A plot twist intrigues both writer and reader, but the seeds of that turn of events must be sown early to insure
its plausibility. Compare the ways in which one author you have studied has prepared the reader for these plot
twists. (2016)

• In one work of prose fiction that you have studied, discuss the presentation of competing ideas, hopes or
visions and consider the effects created. (2017)

• Compare the use and function of seemingly insignificant detail in one works of prose fiction that you have
studied. (2017)


